Your Personalized
SAP Security
Learning Experience
Invest in your people, not technology,
to improve your SAP security

Who is responsible for securing SAP?

Agenda
At NO MONKEY, we pride ourselves on being an
independent, unbiased SAP security advisor. Our
biggest concern is what actually works with you
instead of selling a product that is not the best fit.

Ask the tough questions!
We’re not afraid to answer them.

Offer

Design Your Corporate Security Package
You choose what courses you believe will benefit your
company, and we build them for you to use unrestricted
for a year. No need to buy licenses or create multiple
accounts – everyone who needs access gets it.
Anytime – everywhere!

All of this for a straight-forward price per course.

Unsure what your company needs?
We offer Advisory services to help you find
out what areas to focus on based on evidence
of your corporate security status in SAP.

!
!
!
!
!

Build your package
We create what you select and keep
you up-to-date on delivery timelines
Have company-wide access to
the courses for an entire year
One straight-forward price
Advisory services available

Advisory

Advisory Services for You
!

Discover knowledge and responsibility gaps that help
your organization identify the appropriate courses

SAP SECURITY
ASSESSMENT

CORE BUSINESS
APPLICATION SECURITY
WORKSHOP

SAP PENETRATION
TESTING

!

Get a better understanding of
protecting your SAP environment

SAP SDLC
REVIEW

SAP SECURITY
SOLUTION
RATING

SAP NETWORK
SECURITY
ASSESSMENT

SECURITY APTITUDE
ASSESSMENT

SAP SECURITY
MATURITY AUDIT

SAP CODE
SECURITY
EVALUATION

SAP RISK
ASSESSMENT

!

Identify quick wins to improve
security in SAP immediately

!

Learn what tools are truly helping
based on your individualized risk profile

!

We work with you to create a tailored security
roadmap specific to your company and industry

Advisory

Detect and Close Security Vulnerabilities
!

We will identify gaps and weaknesses throughout the
different SAP control areas within your organization.

SAP SECURITY
ASSESSMENT

!

We will review your governance controls in areas
such as change and configuration management.

!

We will perform technical assessments, such as
vulnerability assessments, to help you ensure that
control areas are protected, implemented, and
deployed as per the organization’s requirements.

Advisory

Organize Your Three Lines of Defense
!

We host a workshop with your developer, security,
and audit teams to understand your process.

CORE BUSINESS
APPLICATION SECURITY
WORKSHOP

!

You decide if the workshop should focus on
a specific project, significant change, or
SAP security activities in general.

!

It will be prepared, moderated, and guided by an
advisor, who identifies potential responsibility gaps
and overlaps according to the Core Business
Application Governance Framework.

Advisory

Stress Test Your System
!

We use a grey-box approach to examine the vulnerabilities
and their severity within an SAP application.

SAP PENETRATION
TESTING

!

We will go over the results with you and discuss a game
plan on remediating them or mitigating the risk they bring.

Advisory

Understand Your Software Development Lifecycle
!

We will determine gaps in the current SDLC
(Software Development Lifecycle) setup and provide
ways to close them in consideration with the overall

SAP SDLC
REVIEW

Security SDLC or DevSecOps strategy.

!

This supports organizations in identifying
security threats early in the production cycle.

!

The service helps to improve and build the
security culture around developing and
maintaining custom SAP applications.

Advisory

Review Your SAP Foundation
!

We will assess the network security of
your core business application and help

SAP NETWORK
SECURITY
ASSESSMENT

you close any potential threats.

!

We will break down the security associations
with any connected cloud services, vendor
support accesses, and different data center sites.

Advisory

Understand Your Organization's Aptitude
!

SAP security depends on the aptitude and skills of the
people responsible for providing support and maintenance.

SECURITY APTITUDE
ASSESSMENT

!

The assessment helps you identify responsibility
and knowledge gaps in your organization.

!

We help you find opportunities within your team
that enables them to address identified gaps.

!

The results help you understand how
you can develop your organization to
increase security aptitude and resilience.

Advisory

Identify the Best Security Solution for You
!

We support you in identifying solutions and
vendors that are capable of assisting and

SAP SECURITY
SOLUTION
RATING

supporting your organization with increasing
your SAP security posture and maturity level.

!

We evaluate your requirements and resources,
create and issue RFI/RFQ‘s for you, and evaluate
the responses in creating an unbiased and
transparent rating of vendors and tools.

Advisory

Identify and Close Security
Control Gaps Within Your Environment
!

We will help you determine your
current SAP security maturity level.

SAP SECURITY
MATURITY AUDIT

!

We enable you to plan and enhance the security
mechanisms and controls when protecting SAP resource.

!

Depending on your individual risk threshold, the maturity
model enables your organization to apply the proper
security controls that meet your requirements.

Advisory

Detect Security Flaws Within Your Code
!

We will help you get transparency of the security
of an ABAP© based 3rd party or custom implemented

SAP CODE
SECURITY
EVALUATION

business applications and interfaces.

!

We can provide and help you understand
the different code-based security flaws.

Advisory

Manage the Cybersecurity Risk of Your Business Processes
!

We will conduct a table-top exercise to identify the risk
appetite and threshold of the organization’s most

SAP RISK
ASSESSMENT

important SAP-supported business processes.

!

This service includes creating a strategic risk plan based on
three tiers: organization, mission/business processes, and
SAP technology.

!

We will support you in adopting a tailored methodology to
identify risk root causes.

Academy

Create Your Course List
Click the target symbols to get more information

All courses are based on our
Security Matrix. It combines the
NIST framework genius, which
points out classic security
challenges that need to be
addressed, and the IPAC challenges
that showcase the challenges SAP
presents. We combined the two
worlds to show what component
each course focuses on.

Identify / Integration

Academy

Identify / Integration
Fundamentals of SAP Remote Services

How does your organization implement the Least Privilege
Principle on SAP applications' network layer, and how is it controlled?
Learn how to minimize your critical services' exposure by limiting
access to your core business applications by remote services.

Fundamentals of SAP Threat Modelling

Threat modelling is important to prioritize security activities according
to cyber threats. You'll learn the fundamental approaches of threat
modelling using the PASTA technique on a typical SAP scenario.

Security Overview of Hybrid
Integration Scenarios for SAP

The number of gateways and the complexity of the landscape increases
while perimeter security erodes. Here, you'll get an overview of common
hybrid integration scenarios available in the SAP product offering and
how you can gauge their security impact in your environment.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Identify / Platform

Academy

1/2

Identify / Platform
Fundamentals of SAP Process Interaction Model

To identify flaws and improper configurations in application clusters,
you'll learn how the process interaction model works and what
protocols and privileges are required to run the system properly.

Fundamentals of SAP-specific
Operating System Hardening

Attackers with access to the host level can create severe damage
to the SAP system and pivot their attack to other environments.
Here, you'll learn how the SAP application interacts with the host’s
operating system and the prevalent threats and how to identify if
application-specific operating system hardening measures are adequate.

Introduction into SAP User
Management & Authentication

Determining if the administration of the different kinds and types of users,
their authentication security policies, and mechanisms are sufficiently set up
and carried out is crucial to identify access control risks. You'll understand
how to investigate the according system's setup and determine the risks.
Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Academy

2/3

Identify / Platform
Fundamental Attack
Vectors to the SAP Standard

Get an understanding of the tactics and the pre-requisites an
attacker needs to succeed. Learn what fundamental attack vectors
cybercriminals use when attacking SAP systems, such as tactics for
spoofing user identities, creating a Denial of Service, and more.

Fundamental Attack Vectors to the SAP
Application Lifecycle and Change Management

You'll learn cybercriminals’ basic attack vectors via the application
lifecycle and change management. Know what threats a criminal
utilizes with software and customizing deployments, what’s needed
to be successful, and how you can detect these kind of attacks.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Academy

3/3

Identify / Platform
Fundamental Attack Vectors

Learn how and by what prerequisites attackers use to get a foothold

to the SAP Proprietary Clients

You'll understand the security specifics of SAP GUI, SAP Business Client,

into a corporate network or impersonate a user in an SAP system.
ABAP© Development, and HANA© Tools compared to a web browser.

Overview of SAP Solution
Manager Security Capabilities

The efficient protection of most SAP landscapes demands tool-based support to
automate and centralize security activities. SAP provides Solution Manager as a
management console for its business applications with features to support
various IT operations and change management activities. You'll learn the role of
Solution Manager in an SAP landscape and the possible support of SAP security
exercises by the available tools.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Identify / Access

Academy

1/2

Identify / Access
Introduction to the SAP Authorization Concept

To determine security flaws in an SAP authorization concept, you'll need
to understand the general approach of SAP user access control. You'll learn
the SAP concept of roles, profiles, and authorization objects, the tools to
manage access and authorization definitions, and the assignment to users.

Fundamentals of Interface & Start Authorizations

The first line of the inner defense in an SAP system is restricting users
to start programs or remote-enabled interfaces. You'll learn the
fundamental approaches to identify the excessive start and remote
execution privileges and how to determine their attack surface.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Academy

2/2

Identify / Access
Fundamentals of Organizational
& Structural Authorizations

Introduction into SAP
Authorization Security Flaws

You'll learn the fundamental concepts of structural authorizations in SAP
and how to analyze a setup since many regulations like HIPA, GDPR, and
SOX require such organizational measures and their technical enforcement.

Security flaws by permissive authorizations can pose severe
threats. To identify authorization security flaws, you'll learn
how to determine the urgency of assigned permissions and use
the standard analytical tools to detect authorization flaws.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Identify / Customization

Academy

1/5

Identify / Customization
Fundamentals of Common Code Security
Design Flaws

Mistakes in the design of SAP software applications can yield
severe security flaws. You'll learn how to identify common design
flaws in the ABAP© programming language with examples and
how well a design complies with security requirements.

SQL Injection Vulnerabilities

Because of different programming paradigms, frameworks, and runtimes
for ABAP©, the exploitability of a flaw and security code measures can vary.
You'll learn to identify SQL injection vulnerabilities in their different ABAP©
code variations and what threats they can pose to an SAP system.

Stored Procedures Injection Vulnerabilities

In this course, you'll learn to identify HANA© stored
procedure vulnerabilities in their different ABAP© code
variations and what threats they can pose to the SAP system.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Academy

2/5

Identify / Customization
ABAP© Code Injection Vulnerabilities

This course teaches you how to identify ABAP© code injection vulnerabilities in

Directory / Path Traversal Vulnerabilities

Learn how to identify directory traversal vulnerabilities in their different

their different variations and what threats they can pose to the SAP system.

ABAP© code variations and what threats they can pose to an SAP system.

OS Command Injection Vulnerabilities

After taking this course, you will be able to identify vulnerabilities to allow
command execution on the operating system level in their different ABAP©
code variations and what threats they can pose to the SAP system.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Academy

3/5

Identify / Customization
Trap- / Backdoors

In this course, you'll learn to identify common trap- and backdoor

Privilege Escalation Vulnerabilities

You'll learn to identify code flaws due to missing or incorrect control flow that

patterns and what threats they can pose to the SAP system.

can allow privilege escalation and what threats they can pose to the SAP system.

Cross Site Request Forgery

Learn to identify cross-site and similar request forging

Vulnerabilities (XSRF)

vulnerabilities and what threats they can pose to an SAP system.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Academy

4/5

Identify / Customization
Cross Site Scripting & Click
Jacking Vulnerabilities (XSS)

Forceful Browsing Vulnerabilities

You'll learn to identify cross-site scripting and clickjacking
vulnerabilities and what threats they can pose to an SAP system.

Be able to recognize vulnerabilities allowing forceful browsing
attacks and what threats they can pose to the SAP system.

Dynamic Execution Vulnerabilities

During this course, you will learn how to identify dynamic code module
execution vulnerabilities what threats they can pose to the SAP system.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Academy

5/5

Identify / Customization
Server Side Request

You'll learn to identify server-side request forging vulnerabilities and

Forgery Vulnerabilities (SSRF)

what threats they can pose in SAP landscapes and hybrid environments.

Proprietary Client Attack Vulnerabilities

You'll learn to identify vulnerabilities to user devices accessing
SAP GUI that allow persistent attacks and threats they can
pose in SAP landscapes and hybrid environments.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Protect / Integration

Academy

Protect / Integration
Fundamentals of on Premise

Various risks compound and become dangerous without proper

Network Security Designs

compartmentalization, least privilege, and network access control. In this
course, you'll learn how to identify and determine the risk of a network
security design's fundamental mistakes for typical SAP usage scenarios.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Protect / Platform

Academy

1/2

Protect / Platform
Principals of RFC Gateway
& Message Server Hardening

The RFC Gateways and Message Servers ensure components work and
interact remotely with the system and provide support to various legacy
integrations that are not always compatible with today's security
requirements. You'll learn how to harden these system components to
mitigate the inherent risk of some SAP proprietary protocols' design flaws.

Best Practices of RFC Security Monitoring

Managing the complexity of Remote Function Call (RFC) interfaces
and the various sub-protocols is essential in protecting an SAP
landscape. You'll learn best practices to monitor and inventory
RFC communication and how to retire obsolete interfaces.

Best Practices of RFC Communication Hardening

In this course, you'll learn best practices to harden Remote Function Call (RFC)based communication using proper encryption for integrity, confidentiality,
different authentication scenarios, whitelisting, and trust relations.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Academy

2/2

Protect / Platform
Overview of SAP Standard
Platform Security Features

Learn which tools in S/4HANA© come without additional license
requirements and installation. You'll understand what security
coverage you can and can't have with the standard features
and what constraints should be considered when using them.

Overview of Advanced SAP
Data Security Features

In this course, we teach advanced security features combined with
user access and authorizations in an SAP system. You'll learn about
different encryption features layers like Secure Store and Forward
and key and secrets management concepts to protect communications.

Introduction to Cryptography for SAP

In this course, you'll learn about different encryption features
different and layers like Secure Store and Forward (SSF), key
and secrets management (e.g., PSEs, Credv2, ABAP© Secure Storage,
HANA© Secure User Store), and how to protect communication.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Protect / Access

Academy

Protect / Access
Best Practices to Minimize Attack
Surface on Start Authorizations

Restricting permissions to users is the first line of the inner defense in
an SAP system. To minimize this attack surface, you'll learn the best
practices to regulate user access by considering business continuity
impacts and set up a monitoring and continuous improvement process.

Best Practices to Minimize Attack Surface
on Remote Access Authorizations

Restricting remote execution authorization on a user level is essential to
implement the least privilege principle. In this course, you'll learn the best
practices to limit remote execution authorization by considering business
continuity impacts and set up a monitoring and continuous improvement process.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Protect / Customization

Academy

Protect / Customization
Best Practices for Application
Security Concepts

Fundamentals of Application Security
Requirements Engineering

You'll learn how to effectively test custom SAP applications for security flaws,
incorporate the appropriate security features, and stay aligned with the
authorization concept, auditing, and access control requirements.

This course teaches how appropriately defined technical requirements explain
the SAP application runtime and system's fundamental technical constraints and
security features and how these apply in the ABAP© programming language. You
will be able to define the security requirements on the design and code level.

Fundamentals of code security in ABAP©

You'll learn the fundamentals of indirection, decoupling, context binding,
validation, and how to use the principles of defensive-, offensive, and
secure programming in ABAP©'s different programming paradigms.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Detect / Integration

Academy

Detect / Integration
Fundamentals of Network
Intrusion Detection for SAP

The combination of standardized and proprietary applications, management
protocols, and gateway systems makes it difficult to detect intrusion on
the network level. This course will give you the foundation for different
approaches to network intrusion detection within an SAP network.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Detect / Platform

Academy

Detect / Platform
Fundamentals of SAP Interface
and Configuration Monitoring

Monitoring security-related events on interfaces and unintentional
changes to an SAP system's configuration is fundamental to detect
malicious activities. In this course, you'll learn what approaches, standard
tools, and event sources are available to identify critical events on a
system’s configuration and interfaces and what their limitations are.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Detect / Access

Academy

Detect / Access
Access & Authorization Tracing

Increasing privileges by assigning necessary authorizations and impersonating
legitimate users are common approaches by adversaries. You'll learn which
logs and traces are available for user access and authorization changes in
an SAP system and how you can access them to identify relevant events.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Detect / Customization

Academy

Detect / Customization
Best Practices for Custom Interface Logging

Auditability is essential for custom implemented SAP applications
and interfaces. You'll learn what logging and tracing is provided out
of the box, which additional tools and features are available in
ABAP©, and best practices to apply them in custom applications.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Respond / Integration

Academy

Respond / Integration
Fundamentals of Security

When you cannot respond appropriately to an attack, there is no point in

Incident Network Containment

detecting one. In this course, you'll learn about what is essential when
responding to and containing an attack and how you can minimize the damage.

Click the red dot to get back to the Matrix

Interested in trying our Fundamentals of
SAP Remote Services demo course?
Start Free Demo

Contact Info

Run Secure - Together!

Jochen Fischer
Co-Founder & CEO of NO MONKEY
Email: jochen.fischer@no-monkey.com
Mobile: +49 160 908 22 618
www.no-monkey.com

